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Election Tampering and Smuggling in FloridaFinn and Mary accept a mission to find the true

identity of an internet influencer. Harry Sledge uses his army of followers to rally voters behind

his chosen candidates.Besides his political efforts, Sledge is manipulating several militias. He's

using them to smuggle drugs, arms, and people.Finn and Mary are soon caught in a power

struggle between two factions within Sledge's empire. Will they survive to identify the man

behind the Sledge persona?Devils and Divas is a fast-paced adventure set in south Florida

and the Bahamas. There's plenty of action and a plot that reflects current events. Don't start

Devils and Divas until you have time to finish it; you won't put it down. Perfect for fans of travel

adventure and sea stories.
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7Vigilante Justice in Florida and the Bahamas1When I opened the screen door for Mary, the

raucous crowd in the ramshackle bar went quiet except for disco music from a jukebox in the

corner. All eyes were on us as we stepped over the threshold. The air was thick with smoke,

and it wasn't tobacco.There were a dozen rough-looking men and three women, all gathered

around a cluster of four tables pushed together in the middle of the grungy floor. One woman

was dancing on the tables, stripping to the music. She was halfway out of her tank top when

somebody unplugged the jukebox. She hopped down from the table and stood next to the other

two women, looking at us with open curiosity.Everyone in the place was covered in tattoos and

dressed to display them. The men wore greasy jeans and wide belts with heavy buckles. A few

wore dirty T-shirts, but most of them sported leather motorcycle vests that hung open over their

hairy, naked torsos. The women all wore ragged cutoffs and loose tank tops that didn't hide

much, and their hair was dirty looking.The man who unplugged the jukebox walked around

behind the bar, glaring at me the whole time. He put two ham-sized fists on the sticky looking

surface and leaned forward, flexing the muscles beneath rippling layers of fat. He was big —

six three, about 270 pounds, and more of it was muscle than blubber. His head was shaved,

but his cheeks sported several days' growth. A Fu Manchu mustache completed his look."You

don't belong here," he said, his voice like gravel pouring from a crane bucket into a steel-

bodied dump truck."What makes you say that?" Mary asked.He scowled at her, shaking his

head."That's a rude way to welcome newcomers," she said, before he could answer her."Smart-

ass bitch," he said. "Maybe we'll keep you here for a while. Let you teach us some manners."

He paused and looked around at the others, grinning as they whistled and cat-called. "But that

scrawny little shit with you, he's gotta go.""We're together," she said. "Just looking for a cold

beer.""Uh-huh," he said, shifting his gaze to me. "What about you, asshole? You want a beer

while your lady friend gets acquainted with me and my boys?""You might want to rethink this," I

said.That got a laugh from the crowd. Several of the men moved to get between us and the

door, blocking our exit."You talk like maybe you got balls, little man. What do you think, boys?

Reckon he's got balls?""Let's find out, Lucifer," a male voice said, from behind me."Okay," the

big man said. "First, let's see what his woman looks like. Snake, strip her down."A tall, wiry

man took a step toward Mary, grinning and licking his lips. He grabbed the neck of her T-shirt

with his right hand. Before he could rip it, her right hand clamped his to her chest, and she took

a step back, extending his arm. Her left hand came up with blinding speed, her open palm

smashing his right elbow, bending his arm the wrong way with a sickening crack. He screamed

as she followed through, pivoting under his broken arm, still holding it. She hip-checked him

and sent him flying across the room. He knocked down two of the others.As the circle tightened

around us, she looked at me and nodded. I pulled a Glock 19 from my waistband and put a

round in the bartender's left shoulder, turning to face the men behind me. I felt Mary's back



against mine."Who's next? Somebody else want to play?" she asked.I knew she would have

her pistol pointed at the closest man."Next shots will kill," she said. "You've had your warning

from my friend.""Who's ready to die?" I asked. "Bunch of chickenshits, huh?"The circle was

opening up now, the men spreading out."Nobody? You assholes are smarter than I thought," I

said. "Good for you. We've got a message for Harry Sledge. You tell him to be here this time

tomorrow, by himself. Anybody else who's here will die. Enjoy the rest of your afternoon.""One

other thing," Mary said. "Don't even think about following us. Anybody who comes outside in

the next five minutes is dead meat."I walked to the door and opened it, turning around to cover

Mary's exit. We backed out into the hot, South Florida sun. Using the key fob to start the

monster truck we were driving, I waited until Mary got in the passenger side. When she was

seated and pointing her pistol out the open window to cover the barroom door, I got behind the

wheel.Once I backed out of our parking place, I put the truck in four-wheel drive, low range.

Swinging it in a big circle, I lined it up on the row of motorcycles parked in front of the

tumbledown bar."What are you doing, Finn?""Giving them a little something to remember us

by."The truck plowed through the motorcycles, its big, knobby tires crushing them into the

gravel.Mary shook her head and laughed."What's the point in having a truck like this if you

don't use it?" I asked, as we drove off into the countryside."Back to the lodge?" Mary

asked."Yes."I shifted out of four-wheel-low and pulled out onto the dirt road. Mary twisted in her

seat, keeping a lookout behind us in case the men from the bar tried to follow us. Once I

reached State Highway 29, she turned to face forward and buckled her seatbelt. The biker bar

was on a dirt road on the outskirts of Immokalee, Florida, about an hour north of the hunting

lodge that our employer, Phorcys, maintained in the Everglades."That wasn't quite what I

expected," she said, as I pulled out onto the highway and sped up to about 60 miles an

hour."No?""No. What a blast! You really know how to show a girl a good time.""I aim to

please.""You think they'll pass the message to Sledge?" she asked.I shrugged."I couldn't tell if

they recognized the name," she said, when I didn't answer."It's hard to know," I said, "but

Aaron's people picked up on that cellphone call to him two days ago. Somebody was in that

place who knew him. Maybe it wasn't any of those losers, though."Aaron Sanchez was a

genius at intelligence gathering. We met in Army boot camp over 20 years ago. After our first

few combat missions, we both moved from the Army into a small group at the Department of

Defense which handled officially sanctioned assassinations. Insiders referred to that group as

"the department." I was a field operative there, and Aaron was my intelligence officer. We both

left the department and joined Phorcys at about the same time.Phorcys is a private

organization founded to protect our government from corrupt politicians and foreign

adversaries. Several retired senior military officers put Phorcys together to rein in the crooks

who found their way into positions of power in Washington in recent years.Mike Killington and

Bob Lawson, two of the founders, ran Phorcys. It was no coincidence that Mike and Bob were

also the founders of "the department" I mentioned within the Department of Defense. Aaron

and I served there for 20 years. Mike moved on before I joined, but Bob recruited Aaron and

me in the department's early days. He also recruited Aaron, Mary, and me into Phorcys more

recently.Back to Harry Sledge: Finding Sledge was the first step in our latest mission for

Phorcys. Our goal was to infiltrate his organization and identify the key players.Sledge was the

leader of a shadowy group of white supremacists. He and his bunch were terrorizing minority

voters in Florida's elections. So far, they appeared to be trying to skew the results to favor

candidates from the extreme right.In the last few weeks, Aaron found signs that Harry Sledge

wasn't just a right-wing thug. Sledge appeared to work for the highest bidder.Mary and I were

fresh off a Phorcys mission in the southern Caribbean when Mike summoned us all to The



Lodge, his family's former hunting camp in the Everglades. For the last several days, Aaron

briefed us on Harry Sledge. Yesterday, Mike and Bob tasked us with this mission.The Sledge

mission differed from our earlier activities. I was a skilled, covert assassin, and until she joined

Phorcys, Mary was a freelance contract killer. While our mission might involve killing Sledge,

that wasn't our first priority.Our first goal was to penetrate Sledge's organization and learn his

secrets. There were signs that his reach extended beyond Florida. Aaron's electronic

intelligence gathering pointed to connections with other militia groups around the country.We

didn't expect that Harry Sledge would show up at that little biker bar tomorrow. Our intent this

afternoon was to check out the bar and its clientele. We weren't expecting things to turn ugly as

soon as we walked in the door.Our original plan was to see if anybody there recognized his

name. Forced to improvise, we fell back on our instincts. Still, I left a calling card in the form of

my 'message' for Sledge. Since we knew someone who spent time at that little dive was in

touch with him, I thought I might as well throw down the gauntlet and see what happened.Our

plan was to provoke Sledge repeatedly. If we approached enough of his troops, we figured he

might hire us. We expected to drop that hint for him at some point, but to begin with, we just

wanted to get his attention."Think we blew it?" Mary asked."Maybe not. If word gets back to

Sledge that a kick-ass couple cleaned out that biker bar, it might even work in our favor. If

nothing else, it'll arouse his curiosity. We'll just have to see what happens next."While Mary and

I were in the bar, Aaron's people were tracking our cellphone locations. They also collected

data on all the other cellphones in our immediate vicinity. Given that Phorcys was private, we

operated without the constraints imposed on government agents. Aaron wouldn't need

warrants to tap the other cellphones that were in the bar.What we learned couldn't be used in

court, but that didn't matter to us. We were playing by our opponents' rules; any crooks we

uncovered wouldn't be going to court. Phorcys dealt in its own brand of justice."I wonder how

many cellphone numbers Aaron harvested from our little venture?" Mary asked."We'll know

soon enough.""Did you get that bug attached to the screen door frame okay?""Yes, no

problem," I said."How long is it good for?""A couple of days of continuous operation, but

Aaron's troops can turn it on and off through the satellite repeater we left in the parking lot. The

repeater recharges from a tiny solar panel.""This is fun, Finn. Did you do a lot of jobs like this

for the department?""A few," I said. "But undercover work's a secondary skill set for me. Aaron

did a lot more of it than I did before he moved in from the field. He was the spy; I was the attack

dog.""Can we stop somewhere? I need to pick up a few things, speaking of undercover

work.""Sure, but can't Aaron's people get what you need?""Maybe," Mary said, "but I'm not

sure how to tell them what I want.""What are you looking for?""Some cheap hair dye and

crappy makeup. The stuff they got for me last time is way too good. Did you get a look at those

floozies in the bar?""Not really. Why?""That's the look I'm going for. Gas-station makeup and

truck-stop-blonde hair.""Okay. There's a big travel plaza at the intersection with I-75; it's one of

those chain places that has a little of everything.""Right; I remember it now. That'll be

perfect.""Good. You can go shopping, and I'll fill this thing with diesel. It's a thirsty beast."2"No

wonder they went crazy," Mike Killington said, chuckling.We just finished telling him, Bob, and

Aaron about our visit to the biker bar. The three of them were waiting in the lodge's lounge area

when Mary and I got there.While they were waiting for us, Aaron piped in the transmission from

the bug I planted on our way out of the bar. As I mentioned, Mary and I were expecting to wing

it when we got there. We thought we would at least get a chance to talk to the other patrons.

When things got rough right at the beginning, we were surprised.Given the sudden change of

plans, Aaron, Bob, and Mike didn't have any context to interpret what they heard from the bug

until we briefed them. Now they could understand the snatches of conversation they picked up



from the bug after we left the bar."It was clear enough from their conversation that you shot

somebody, and that there was another one with a broken arm," Bob said. "But we didn't

understand the hubbub about the wrecked motorcycles. What possessed you to do that?"I

shrugged. "I wanted to make sure they couldn't follow us. Besides, they were a bunch of

shitheads. They deserved worse than they got, but I figured two casualties were enough to

send the message. We didn't kill anybody, and wrecking their bikes ensured that they would

remember our visit.""Finn's right," Mary said. "They were hostile from the minute we walked in

the door. We never even said anything before they tried to jump us. And I've been in a few

dives, but that place was in a class by itself. What a rathole!""Yeah," Aaron said. "It's more of a

clubhouse for that bunch. It's not really a bar; we just discovered they don't have a business

license or a liquor license.""A motorcycle club?" Bob asked."Calling it a club may be a stretch,"

Aaron said. "I don't think they're that organized. The property's owner is listed as Lucifer Johns.

Other than the name, we haven't been able to find out anything about him. My bet is he and his

buddies just hang out there.""He'll be the one with the blown-out shoulder," I said. "That might

help identify him. Did you check the hospitals?""That's right," Mary said, before Aaron

answered. "One of them called that fat guy behind the bar Lucifer. And he acted like he was in

charge, so he probably owns the place. Makes sense."Aaron nodded. "Yeah, it does. But no,

we didn't check the hospitals. One man called somebody to come take the two casualties to

'Doc's place.' Sure enough, a few minutes later, two of the cellphones that were in the bar

headed north up Highway 29 into Immokalee. We got a GPS fix on the place they stopped, but

it's not a hospital nor a doctor's office. We haven't finished checking out the address yet. Same

with the person they called. We're still working on it. The rest of them were still there at the bar

a few minutes ago, bitching about their bikes.""What about the phone that made the call to

Sledge the other day?" Mike asked."Not there. We haven't been able to find that phone since

that call.""Who pays the bill for it?" Bob asked."It's a prepaid phone.""Burner, then," Mike

said."That could be, given that whoever used it was calling Sledge," Aaron said. "And given

that the phone's disappeared. But all the phones in the bar were prepaid. The people who

spend their time in places like that often don't have the credit references to get post-paid

cellphone service. So they may not be burner phones in the sense that we use that term. Not

all prepaid phones are throwaways.""Point taken," Mike said."Speaking of Sledge," Mary said.

"I keep forgetting to ask, but I take it you didn't get anywhere with trying to track down the

phone he used to take that call the other day.""You're right. We didn't. I thought I mentioned that

during the briefing.""You probably did, but I must have missed it. There was a lot to take in. I

was focused on remembering the short-term, mission-critical stuff. Did you get anything at all

on the destination number?""Yeah. We learned that Sledge is no amateur. That call went

through so many relays and cutouts that we lost the trail and started over before they

disconnected. Whoever set that up knew what they were doing. That's all we learned, other

than what's in the recording of the conversation. There wasn't much of use there, except to

confirm that whoever made the call was talking to Sledge. Sledge's voice was electronically

distorted, too.""Then why make the call?" Mary asked."Whatever information the caller passed

had to be disguised as casual conversation," Aaron said. "They talked about the weather in

Florida, and football. Some other dumb stuff. Maybe if we had more recordings and something

to give us context, we could get something out of it, content-wise. For now, though, all we got

was a recording of the caller's voice and his location.""What's your next step, Aaron?" Mike

asked."We're monitoring all the phones that were in the bar. We'll tap and trace the calls from

them to see if they pass the word about our provocation to anybody. The men who were in the

bar may have heard Sledge's name before, but there's probably a buffer between them and



Sledge. Maybe several layers of buffer.""What if that trace effort comes up with nothing?" Bob

asked."Mary and I will stake out the bar tomorrow afternoon and see what happens," I

said."Even if there's no call to Sledge?" Aaron asked."Yes. They may have another way to

communicate with him.""True. Maybe the phone that placed the call to him before is reserved

for talking with Sledge. If it shows up on the network in the next few hours, that's probably the

case. Or they could use email, or something else. Do you need anything special for the

stakeout?""The stuff you normally keep in the supply room should do it. But do you have a

good high-powered rifle with a scope, just in case?""We've got one," Aaron said."Just in case

of what?" Mike asked."The message we told them to deliver was that the place should be

vacant except for Sledge. We warned them that if anyone else showed up, they would be killed.

We need to show that we mean what we say.""What if innocent bystanders wander in?" Bob

asked."Unlikely, but we'll make a judgment call. I doubt Sledge will show up; he's way too

cautious. If we get a single male, we'll watch him for a while and maybe question him. What's

most likely is that the bikers will try to draw us in, fool us with a decoy so they can get even. If

that happens, we'll waste a few. We'll recognize them from today. We'll leave one or two to

carry another message to Sledge.""Okay," Mike said, "but make sure there are no innocent

civilian casualties, please.""Understood. If we can't confirm the targets as dirty, we'll let them

go untouched.""Good enough," Mike said. "Bob, unless you have something to add here, we

should go get our act together for our conference call.""I'm ready. We'll leave you three to

it.""What else do you have?" I asked Aaron after they left."Nothing, really. You? Mary?"Mary

shook her head."I'm ready for a quick shower and a nap before dinner," I said."Me, too," Mary

added."Go for it," Aaron said. "I need to get back to my team. We should know more by

dinnertime.""Great. See you then." I stood up and held Mary's chair.Refreshed and rested,

Mary and I returned to the lodge for dinner."Bob called me a little while ago," Aaron said, as we

sat down. "He and Mike are busy; they won't be joining us.""That's okay. I sensed that I made

Mike uncomfortable talking about staking out the bar tomorrow."Aaron shrugged. "You know

Mike. He still feels compelled to keep us on the straight and narrow. He knows you won't waste

civilians; he just has to be General Killington every once in a while. Don't worry about it. He

would have told us if he didn't want you to go with that plan.""If you say so. You've spent more

time with him than I have.""Yeah, he's cool. Forget about that. We have plenty to talk about

besides Mike's quirks. I'll fill you in on the latest.""Lead on, then.""What do you have?" Mary

asked. "New info since this afternoon?"Aaron nodded. "Let's eat first. Our food's in the oven,

staying warm.""Thanks for heating it up," Mary said. "I'm starving.""Can't have that," Aaron

said. "I picked prime rib with mashed potatoes and mixed vegetables; hope that suits.""Sounds

perfect," I said.Mary nodded.We took our platters to the table and dug in. In the interest of

security, there was no housekeeping staff at the lodge.Breakfast was a cook-it-yourself meal.

Lunch involved taking a daily cold-cut platter from the refrigerator and making sandwiches.

Dinner came in the form of prepared meals, packaged and frozen for the luxury charter yacht

trade. They were what TV dinners wanted to be, but light-years better.Mary and I missed lunch,

so we were too hungry to talk during the meal. Eating dinner didn't take long. We were

lingering over the remains of a bottle of red table wine when she prompted Aaron to share his

latest intelligence."Okay. First, 'Doc's place.' We got the address from the GPS coordinates and

backtracked from there. 'Doc' turns out to be a character named Elmer Kincaid. He's an M.D.

with a drug problem. Lost his license and makes a living of sorts treating criminals who can't

risk going to the hospital.""Who drove them there?" I asked."We don't know yet. We're tracking

the phone number they called, but it's another prepaid one. It'll be a mystery until we cross-

reference calls to and from the number with something else. We'll get it, but don't hold your



breath.""That's probably a distraction, anyway," Mary said."Probably, but you never know. It

might give us another lead. Lucifer and his buddy are back at the bar now, anyway.""Snake,"

Mary said."What?""Snake. That's what he called the one whose arm I broke."Aaron pulled out

a spiral bound pad and made a note. "You didn't tell me that before.""Sorry. It just came to

me.""Anything else about him?"Mary frowned, looking down at her dinner plate. "Tattoos.""They

all had lots of tattoos," I said."Yes, but his were jailhouse ink, and they were obscene," Mary

said."Obscene?" Aaron asked. "Words? Or images?""Both, but the words were in a stylized

font, like gang tags. I couldn't tell what they said until I connected them with the illustrations

under each of them.""Illustrations? What were the subjects? And were they still jailhouse tats,

or were they professional?""Definitely jailhouse. They were graphic depictions of some odd sex

acts. They were crudely done, almost cartoon-like.""I didn't notice that," I said."We got up close

and personal, Snake and I. You were busy shooting Lucifer, I guess. Oh, yeah, he has meth

mouth and scars from skin sores, too. Definitely a meth head.""Good," Aaron said. "Anything

else?"Mary shook her head."Okay. I'll plug that into our description. Guy like that with jailhouse

ink is bound to have a record. We might find him quicker than Lucifer. Lucifer's clean, unless

Lucifer Johns is an alias.""What do you think about Kincaid?" I asked."I'm not sure what you're

asking.""Should we pay him a visit? Rattle his cage a little?""Maybe he keeps records, like

patient files," Mary said. "We might find something there.""I can't picture a guy like that keeping

patient files," Aaron said. "But I guess you never know. Could be a habit, maybe. My first

thought is to leave him alone, but I'm not used to this new game we're playing. Poking at him

will draw attention to you. That's not the way I'm accustomed to operating. I still haven't got it in

my head that we're trying to provoke these bastards. Let me do a little research on him first; I

might find something you could use for leverage with him. But yeah, he might be worth

squeezing.""Okay. What else have you got?""The phone taps. While Lucifer and Snake were in

with Kincaid, their driver made a call. He passed along the key parts of your visit to the bar,

especially the demand for Sledge to be there tomorrow. He says Lucifer thinks you're trying to

set Sledge up for a hit. He also thinks you must be the dumbest shits ever to walk the face of

the earth. He laughed at the idea that Sledge would even show up, let alone show up without

troops to cover him.""What did the other guy say?""He had a limited vocabulary. He said,

'yeah,' several times with varying inflections. You know, like to keep the caller talking, egging

him on. But that's all he said, except for asking 'What else?' at the end of the call. The caller

said, 'Nothing,' and Mr. Yeah hung up. Man of few words, for sure.""We scored, then," Mary

said."Looks like it. We're monitoring that phone number to see if Mr. Yeah passes on the

information. But if he's smart, he'll call from a different phone. Still, we're trying to track him

down. It's another prepaid phone, but we've got a GPS fix.""That's serious progress," I said.

"With Mr. Yeah and Kincaid, we've got two potential targets for our next provocation. Three, if

you can get a location for the driver.""Maybe. I don't know about Kincaid, but Mr. Yeah's more

cautious than the driver and the bunch at the bar. His phone dropped off the network when he

was through listening to the driver. He must have pulled out the SIM card. We haven't

correlated the GPS coordinates with an address for Mr. Yeah, yet. He's probably higher up the

chain, given his caution with his phone.""But Kincaid might know who the driver is," Mary said.

"If he doesn't, Lucifer does. One of those two will tell us, if we ask in just the right way. And then

we'll find out more about whoever the driver called. Mr. Yeah. I like that name.""It's getting to be

my bedtime," I said. "Let's call it a night before she decides she wants a nightcap with Snake

and Lucifer."3"Did you spot anywhere we could use as a sniper's blind yesterday?" Mary

asked."No, but the clearing around the bar's two or three hundred yards across. There's scrub

oak and palmetto for another 50 yards before you get to the planted pines. We can hide in that



as long as we stay flat on the ground. We'll find a spot to hide the car off the side of Highway

29. There were several logging trails close to the turnoff. We can pick one that looks overgrown

and work this thing back into the brush on the side of the trail. Once we're in sight of the bar,

we'll low-crawl our way to the edge of the clearing."Mary and I left the lodge after breakfast.

Instead of yesterday's monster truck, we chose this rusty Toyota sedan with sun-mottled,

peeling, metallic-silver paint. Calling it nondescript would be generous. At least nobody would

steal it if they found it hidden in the woods. They would figure somebody abandoned it to avoid

paying a junk dealer to haul it away.That was why Phorcys kept the car at the lodge. It was

perfect for the occasional surveillance job, and in contrast to its bodywork, the souped-up

engine was brand new."That leaves us with quite a hike to get to the bar," Mary said."Maybe

three quarters of a mile. We've got time. It'll be around 9:30 when we ditch the car. We can jog

along the dirt road most of the way. Those boys won't have lookouts posted. Not this early,

anyway. It was around 1:30 when we dropped in on them yesterday, and we told them to get

Sledge there by the same time this afternoon.""I'm not looking forward to slithering on my belly

through the palmettos. I feel like a reptile just thinking about it. Am I more like a rattlesnake or a

gator?"I laughed. "Maybe a hybrid, like a rattlegator, or an allisnake. Just make sure you put on

plenty of insect repellent. Scratching mosquito bites and swatting flies will give away our

position.""Remember what I told you when we left the bar yesterday, Finn?""Several things.

Which one are you talking about?""Showing a girl a good time."I grinned. "Yes. What about

it?""I must have had you confused with the dentist who did my last root canal."I laughed.

"Remember that time you told me you wanted to learn to be an assassin instead of just a plain

old hired killer?""Yes. Why?""You asked me what the biggest difference was. What did I tell

you?""Finesse, you said.""That's part of it, all right," I said."You're going to tell me there's more,

right?""There is. You're about to experience another aspect of it. After you lie in the mud for four

hours with the sun beating down on your back and the bugs buzzing around your ears, you'll

have a new appreciation for what it takes to stalk your prey.""That's not what the word 'finesse'

brought to mind," Mary said."I suspected as much. Don't worry. It'll only be for a few hours.

Then we'll go back to the lodge and you can have a nice, long shower and a glass of

wine.""Smooth talker, you are," she said. "We're getting close." She was looking down at the

navigation screen on her smart phone. "There looks to be one more logging trail before the dirt

road that goes to the bar.""I'll take it," I said.We passed the next two minutes in silence. When I

turned onto the deeply rutted logging trail, I slowed to a walking pace to keep the suspension

from bottoming out. After a few hundred yards, I stopped."I'll walk ahead and pick a spot," I

said. "You follow me. I'll find a place where you can squeeze between the trees and tuck in

behind the scrub growth."I got out and Mary slid behind the wheel. We were in the middle of

thousands of acres of planted pine trees. The paper companies grew them for pulpwood in this

part of the state.The pines were evenly spaced, and most of them were arrow-straight,

reaching toward the sky. The spaces between them were filled with bushy undergrowth ranging

from knee-high to chest high.I didn't have to walk but a few yards before I found a spot to hide

the car. I waved Mary in. She parked and got out, and we retrieved our gear from the

trunk.Mary looked at her smartphone again. "No signal. Good thing we brought a satellite

phone this time.""You have a GPS position?""Yes. The turnoff to the bar's a quarter of a mile

north of here.""Good," I said, buckling on my web gear and slinging a .308 caliber

semiautomatic rifle with a powerful scope over my shoulder. "We'll cut through the trees on a

course that parallels the highway until we come to the dirt road. You ready?""Lead the

way."Mary was carrying an M4. Phorcys must have liberated it from the military; it was capable

of fully automatic fire, unlike the civilian AR15 clones. Her web gear carried several ammo



pouches, each holding two thirty-round magazines.Our mission wouldn't fail for lack of

firepower. We weren't expecting a firefight, but after yesterday, we weren't taking any chances.I

set off through the brush with Mary following. After several yards, we hit an area with heavier

undergrowth, and I was pushing the branches aside to get through."Shit!" Mary yelped, two

paces into the heavy growth."What's wrong?""That branch smacked me in the face when you

let it go.""You're too close behind me. Back off a pace. Try to finesse your way through."She

grumbled something I couldn't quite hear. I thought better of asking her to repeat it. Better to

keep moving. I didn't want to tangle with an angry rattlegator.After several minutes, we saw the

bar through the trees and scrub. We paused and dropped to our knees, staying out of

sight."Door's locked. Looks like nobody's here," Mary said, her voice coming from my earpiece

radio."Keep an eye on things," I said, subvocalizing into my throat mic. "I'll circle the clearing

and make sure there's nobody parked out back."The radios allowed us to talk without risk of

being overheard, even by someone close by. Mary and I were hunkered down in a spot on the

edge of the clearing. We were on opposite sides of the dirt road, about 20 yards apart.The

scope on my rifle gave me a clear view of the bar's front door and the padlock which secured it.

Mary was using binoculars. They weren't as powerful as my scope, but they offered a broader

field of view."Can you make out the padlock?" I asked, wondering how much detail she could

see."Yes. I don't see any sign of anybody. They hauled the motorcycles away, too.""Stay put

and call me if you hear anything coming up the road. I'll be a while working my way around the

back. If things turn to shit, remember I'm out in front of you somewhere. Don't shoot me.""As

long as you're nice to me," she said. "Watch out for rattlers; there's a shed skin right in front of

me that must have come from a six-footer.""Thanks. I'll be careful."I laid my rifle across my

forearms and slithered through the palmettos on my elbows and knees, my torso an inch off

the ground. Creeping to avoid moving the palmetto fronds, I expected to spend the better part

of an hour circling the clearing.I glanced at my watch. It was ten minutes after 11. We didn't

really expect that Sledge would show up at 1:30, but somebody might.If whoever was coming

was smart, they would get here early enough to set up perimeter security. After our visit

yesterday, anybody who came would be ready for trouble.If I were the bad guys, I would set up

an ambush, hoping to capture Mary and me. I was on high alert as Mary and I approached the

bar, but there was nobody around.Crawling and thinking, I was about a quarter of the way

around the clearing. I looked at my watch. Twelve minutes passed since I started crawling. My

view of the north side of the rundown wooden building was unobstructed. There were no

windows or doors on this side."Hey, Mary?""Yes?""North side's clear. I'll check the back now.""I

couldn't see you moving through the palmettos, in case you wondered. Impressive.""Finesse

takes many forms. You hear anything from the road?""One vehicle drove by out on the paved

road, but nothing else. Everything's quiet. Spooky, almost.""Good. I'll call when I'm around

back."I began crawling again, thinking about how nice it was to have a partner and all this high-

tech equipment. Besides the earpiece radios, Mary had a parabolic microphone pointed up the

dirt road to warn us of anyone approaching.Ten minutes later, I was behind the

building."Mary?""Yes.""Back of the building is clear. There's a back door, padlocked. Two

overflowing trash bins. Everything still quiet?""Yes.""I'm moving on. Call you in a few."It only

took me five minutes to work my way around far enough to see the south wall of the building.

There were no doors or windows in it.If I kept going, I would end up on the same side of the

dirt road as Mary. With the scope, I could tell that there was nothing but palmetto between my

current position and hers. I decided to crawl back the way I came until I was into the trees and

undergrowth. From there, I could walk back around until I was near my starting position. Then I

would have only a short crawl through the palmettos."Mary?""Yes.""I'm headed back to my



starting point. I'll be in the trees, skirting the north edge of the palmettos, walking.""Had enough

finesse, have you?""For a while. Call me if you hear anything.""Will do."My return trip was much

faster. Ten minutes later, I was snaking my way through the palmettos, approaching the road. I

was within a few yards of my starting point when Mary called."Finn?""Here.""Somebody just

turned onto the dirt road, coming this way. Where are you?""About 30 or 40 yards due north of

you. Almost home.""Okay."By the time I was back to my starting point, I could hear what

sounded like a light truck making its way up the road toward us. Turning my head to look back

over my left shoulder, I soon saw a silver SUV with dark tinted windows approaching at a

snail's pace.The SUV stopped at the edge of the clearing, about a hundred yards from the bar.

The sun was far enough to the west to shine through the tinted windows, silhouetting the driver

for me. He appeared to be alone, unless someone was hiding in the footwell, but that didn't

make sense."Can you see what he's doing?" Mary asked. "I can't see through the glass.""He's

back-lighted for me. Looks like he's checking out the place."I watched as he raised a phone to

his ear. "He's making a cellphone call. Patch your throat mic through to the sat phone and call

Aaron; make sure he's on top of this guy."A few seconds later, I heard Mary telling Aaron what

we were watching. I could only hear her side of the conversation, so I was left to guess what

Aaron said."Right," Mary said. "I can't see him; he's in an SUV with tinted windows, but the

angle of the sun's right for Finn." There was a pause of a few seconds. "Finn?""Yes?""Aaron's

got him. His people are recording it. This is the same phone that the driver was using

yesterday.""Does Aaron recognize his voice?""Hold on a second, Finn. Aaron, do you

recognize his voice?"Several seconds went by, and then she said, "Aaron can't hear him. The

people tapping the call are remote. They'll do a voiceprint check later. They're working on

triangulating the other party's location."The driver pulled the phone away from his head and

stared at it for a few seconds, then put it down. The SUV began creeping forward."Aaron says

they told him the call's disconnected.""Okay."When the SUV was within a couple of car lengths

of the building, it veered to the right and drove around the side. I lost sight of it as it rounded

the back corner of the building, but in ten seconds, it came out from behind the other side.I

listened as Mary updated Aaron.Then I heard, "Finn?""Yes?""Aaron says maybe he's scouting

the place before Sledge comes, or getting ready to call in a security team."By then, the driver

shut off the engine and got out of the SUV. I heard the beeping sound as he used a key fob

remote to lock the vehicle. He put the fob in his pocket and took out a set of keys. Walking to

the door of the bar, he grasped the padlock in his left hand and bent slightly at the waist to

unlock it. His shirttail rose, exposing a pistol in his waistband at the small of his back."No,"

Mary said, answering a question from Aaron. "I don't think so. He just unlocked the door; he's

going inside."I glanced at my watch. It was 1:15."Aaron was wondering if he was waiting for

somebody else.""He's not acting like it. If he is, he's waiting inside. He's probably a decoy.""You

don't suppose he could be Sledge?""No way. Sledge wouldn't be this dumb. They sent this idiot

in here to see what we would do.""Should we waste him?""I think we stand to gain more by

letting him live.""Are we going to leave him here, then? Just fade away and let them

wonder?""That's an option, but I lean toward scaring the crap out of him and giving him another

message for Sledge. What do you think?""Could work. Should I run that by Aaron?""Yes,

please."Once again, I listened to Mary's side of the conversation. After a minute, she said,

"Aaron's on board with that, but he thinks we should wait until 1:45 or thereabouts, to see if

anybody else shows.""Sounds good to me.""Me, too. How do you want to do it?""We'll put on

the ski masks. I'll slip around back and pick the padlock. When I give you the word, cut loose

with a short burst on full auto to distract him and get ready to rush the front door. Don't give him

a chance to line up his pistol on you. I'll take him from behind. Once I've got him, then you



come on in and we'll get acquainted with him. Okay?""Okay.""Good. I'm going to get in position.

I should be at the back door by 1:40. That will give me plenty of time to pick the lock. I'll give

you the word when I'm ready to go inside. When I hear you start shooting, I'll rush him and let

you know when he's down. If anything changes out front while I'm busy, let me know. Sound

good?""Yes."4I was picking the backdoor's padlock when I heard the musical ringtone from a

cellphone inside the building. It was faint, and it stopped halfway through the second ring. I

heard the murmur of a man's voice answering the call, but I couldn't make out what he was

saying. Then he was quiet.
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many possibilities and permutations of the dangerous webs of deceit through which they stalk

the truth, and their deadly enemies.  It always helps that bad guys underestimate Mary O'Brien.”
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